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Abstract

Research progress over recent years revealed that gene expression is significantly modulated by non-coding RNAs. The main focus of this doctoral thesis was the functional characterization of a specific family of non-coding RNAs called Y RNAs. Eukaryotic Y RNAs are ~80-110 nts in length, highly conserved and transcribed by RNA polymerase III. Although already discovered in the early 1980’s, little is known about the role of Y RNAs in eukaryotic cells. To identify proteins associated with Y RNAs we performed RNA pulldowns of all four human Y RNAs followed by mass spectrometry. This confirmed previously reported but also identified novel Y RNA-binding proteins including the cytoplasmic IGF2 mRNA-binding protein 1 (IGF2BP1). The analysis of the Y3-IGF2BP1 association revealed that IGF2BP1 binds the single stranded Y3-loop via its four KH-domains. Furthermore we identified the association of mRNA processing factors with Y1 and Y3. Depletion of these ncRNAs by chimeric antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) caused a significant 3’-end processing defect of replication-dependent histone mRNAs. On the contrary, 3’-end processing of other mRNAs remained largely unaffected. Surprisingly, Y3’s role in modulating the 3’-end processing of histone mRNAs is not conserved in mouse-like rodents (muroidea). Intriguingly, although muroidea express Y3 they lack a smaller Y3-variant, termed Y3**. This smaller RNA (~60 nts) was described before but not characterized in detail except reports on its expression in non-muroidea mammals like humans. As its precursor Y3, Y3** associates with 3’-end processing factors like the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF). Whereas ASO-directed depletion results in a decrease of both, Y3 and Y3**, siRNA-directed knockdown only affects Y3. Strikingly, the 3’-end processing of histone transcripts was only perturbed by the ASO-dependent depletion of Y3 and Y3** indicating that Y3** is essential. Furthermore Y3** but not Y3 associated with histone mRNAs in RNA pulldown analyses. In agreement, the depletion of Y3/Y3** impaired the morphology of histone locus bodies (HLBs) which are the sites of histone mRNA synthesis and processing in mammalian cells. Moreover, the morphology of HLBs upon Y3/Y3** depletion was associated with compromised protein dynamics in these nuclear bodies. In conclusion, these findings indicate that Y3** ncRNA is essential for the 3’-end processing of histone mRNAs. We propose that Y3** promotes the 3’-end processing of canonical histone mRNAs by acting as a scaffolding RNA, recruiting processing factors to HLBs. To our knowledge this is the first function which could be assigned to Y3**. Moreover, our studies, in particular the analyses of Y RNA-associated proteins, sets the stage for investigating Y RNA functions in further detail.
1. Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs)

The central dogma of molecular biology describes the transfer of genetic information by cellular molecules [1, 2]. Accordingly, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) can be transcribed into ribonucleic acid (RNA). RNA on the other hand can serve as the template for the translation into proteins. Thus protein encoding RNA is the essential link to transfer the genetic information from DNA to proteins and is therefore called messenger RNA (mRNA).

Besides the essential class of mRNAs, also non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) were found in all organisms. This type of RNA is transcribed, but in contrast to mRNAs not translated into protein. Over the years it emerged, that most of the genomes are transcribed and the respective transcriptomes mainly consist of ncRNAs, especially in higher eukaryotes. Due to the larger genome and the increase of transcribed repetitive elements in eukaryotic genomes, it was proposed that most of these ncRNAs are ‘junk’ and therefore without any cellular function. However, more and more cellular functions are assigned to ncRNAs nowadays indicating that ncRNAs in fact serve essential roles in modulating diverse cellular processes.

NcRNAs represent a diverse ensemble of transcripts in respect to size, structure, subcellular localization and presumably cellular functions. In eukaryotes, ncRNAs are synthesized by all three RNA polymerases from individual genes (e.g. tRNAs and snRNAs) or arise by RNA-processing of pre-mRNAs (e.g. snoRNAs). They range in size from ~20 nucleotides (e.g. miRNAs, piRNAs and siRNAs) to several thousand nucleotides (e.g. MALAT1 and XIST). At the structural level longer ncRNAs can be mRNA-like, which includes typical mRNA-modifications (5’-capping, splicing and polyadenylation; e.g. H19). Shorter ncRNAs usually appear compact and are highly structured (e.g. snRNAs and snoRNAs). Many ncRNAs are poorly conserved on the nucleotide level throughout evolution, but often retain their important structural properties and functions. Accordingly, it was proposed that ncRNAs (especially long ncRNAs) undergo accelerated evolution, compared to mRNAs, caused by a lower selection pressure on individual nucleotides [3]. Due to the different characteristics of ncRNAs, the classification as well as identification of ncRNAs remain challenging and also impede the investigation of novel ncRNA functions.
2. NcRNA synthesis by RNA polymerase III

The RNA polymerase III (POLIII) is one of three multi-subunit RNA polymerase complexes found in eukaryotes. As for the other polymerases, POLIII is recruited to specific cis-elements on the DNA (promoters), where it starts to progressively synthesize RNAs of up to several hundred nucleotides in length. Notably, POLIII transcribed genes exclusively encode for ncRNAs, which do not associate with nuclear mRNA processing complexes. As a result, most POLIII-synthesized RNAs are neither 5'-m^7G-capped, spliced nor 3'-polyadenylated. In fact, nascent POLIII-transcripts usually have 5'-triphosphates (pppN), which can be methylated at the γ-phosphate to increase RNA-stability (e.g. 7SK, mediated by the capping enzyme MEPCE; [4]). POLIII transcripts usually terminate at an oligo-U stretch (in vertebrates at least U(4); [5, 6]). This RNA-sequence is recognized by the nuclear RNA-binding protein La, which has a high affinity for UUU-OH containing RNAs [7]. La-binding is considered to stabilize the nascent transcripts and presumably promotes proper RNA maturation [8]. However, some POLIII-transcripts lose this terminator sequence during their lifecycle due to nucleolytic processing and accordingly also La-association (e.g. 5S, tRNAs and Y RNAs). Notably, ncRNAs synthesized by POLIII can accumulate to very high amounts in the cell. This is due to the high stability of many of those transcripts and the efficient and robust POLIII transcription machinery. Furthermore POLIII was shown to efficiently perform a termination-reinitiation process, which ensures for multiple rounds of transcription from a single activated gene [9].

POLIII-genes are historically classified according to their type of transcription initiation. Three different types of POLIII-genes have been described so far, which are each characterized by their unique cis-elements and gene-associated protein complexes (Figure 1).

**Figure 1. Types of POLIII-genes.** The schematic shows the different types of eukaryotic POLIII-genes according to proteins of the respective transcription machinery. These include various transcription factors (TFIII A, TFIII B, TFIIIC, SNAPc, Staf and Oct-1). TFIIIB comprises three subunits [BDP1, TBP and BRF1 (Type I and II) or BRF2 (Type III)]. The terminator signal is indicated as Tα. Cis-elements bound by transcription factors are colored in red (A – A-box, B – B-box, C – C-box, IE – intermediate element, TATA-box, PSE/DSE – proximal/distal sequence element). Figure adapted from [10, 11].
2.1. NcRNAs transcribed from type I and II POLIII-genes

The type I and II POLIII genes are usually referred to as internally initiated genes. Accordingly these genes contain transcription factor binding sites, which are located within the transcribed part of the gene. The multi-protein transcription factor III C (TFIIC) associates with the A-box (Type I and II) and the B-box (Type II) to recruit transcription factor III B (TFIIB). The TFIIB-complex in turn can then recruit the RNA polymerase to initiate transcription. Type I genes additionally contain the intermediate element and the C-box, which are recognized by transcription factor III A (TFIIIA) to improve the recruitment of TFIIB/POLIII (Figure 1). Although the basal transcription of type I and II genes is initiated internally, it was shown that flanking sequences can increase the transcriptional output [5].

Most of the POLIII transcribed genes are of type I or II. It was suggested that this is due to their essential role in cell growth. Three major classes of ncRNAs, all involved in protein synthesis, are encoded by type I or II POLIII genes. Type I genes encode for the 5S rRNA, a ~120nt long ncRNA which is an essential part of the large subunit of the ribosome. Many aspects of the life cycle of 5S rRNA are not known in detail, but it was proposed that 5S associates with the La protein after transcription. As for other small ncRNAs exonucleolytic 3’-end trimming occurs in the nucleus, which facilitates La dissociation and nuclear export [12]. In the cytoplasm 5S can form a ribonucleoprotein particle (RNP) with RPL5, which is then imported back into the nucleus and incorporated into the 60S subunit of the ribosome [13].

The vast majority of type II genes encode for tRNAs and 7SL RNAs. Eukaryotic tRNAs are synthesized as precursors, which are trimmed at their 5’- and 3’-ends by different endo- and exonucleases to yield ‘cloverleaf’-structured tRNAs [14]. Further maturation steps including splicing, editing, CCA-addition and aminoacylation at the 3’-end are performed to produce functional aminoacylated tRNAs. These RNAs act as amino acid donors in the process of mRNA translation facilitated by the ribosome. 7SL RNA on the other hand functions as a scaffold for a cytoplasmic RNP called the signal recognition particle (SRP). The SRP recognizes specific peptide sequences (signal peptide) emerging from newly synthesized proteins at the ribosome [15]. Due to association with the signal peptide, translation is slowed down and the SRP transfers the ribosome to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Here it can associate with the SRP-receptor, which stimulates translocation of the growing amino acid chain into the ER-lumen. Therefore the SRP and 7SL are essential for the synthesis of ER-associated and secreted proteins.
2.2. **NcRNAs transcribed from type III POLIII-genes**

Type III genes are usually referred to as externally initiated POLIII-genes and more closely resemble the transcription initiation of other RNA polymerases such as POLII. The essential transcription factor SNAPc binds to the proximal sequence element (PSE) in type III genes to recruit TFIIIB, which binds to the TATA-box in close proximity to the transcription start site. These factors can recruit RNA polymerase III to start RNA synthesis. Among other transcription factors Staf and Oct-1 were shown to enhance the transcription rate of type III genes due to association with the distal sequence element (DSE; Figure 1).

The first experiments to investigate the structure of type III genes were conducted with genes encoding for the U6 snRNA. This nuclear ncRNA is exclusively found in eukaryotes and is part of the spliceosome responsible for intron removal in the process of splicing. Like all other spliceosomal RNAs, U6 forms a RNA-protein complex, the U6 snRNP. U6 can partially hybridize with U4 snRNA, which constitutes the U4/U6 di-snRNP [16]. Furthermore U5 snRNA can join this complex to form the spliceosomally active U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP [17]. The tri-snRNP joins the A-complex of the spliceosome (mainly consisting of U1/U2 snRNPs) to constitute the B-complex. Within this process U4 leaves the complex and U6 hybridizes with U2 to form the ‘heart’ of the spliceosome together with the protein Prp8 [18].

Another essential type III gene encodes for the 7SK ncRNA. This nuclear ncRNA associates with the positive transcription elongation factor (P-TEFb), consisting of CDK9 and cyclins [19]. The P-TEFb complex can phosphorylate multiple nuclear substrates including the C-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II. These modifications activate POLII and ensure productive transcription elongation. 7SK binding inactivates P-TEFb and inhibits its positive effect on POLII mediated transcription [19]. It was proposed that the sequestering of P-TEFb by the 7SK RNP is a major regulatory step in POLII driven transcription [20].

Taken together there is substantial evidence that ncRNAs synthesized by POLIII perform or modulate essential roles in a variety of cellular processes. Many of these ncRNAs are highly conserved and perform similar functions from protozoa to mammals. Y RNAs represent a particular family of POLIII synthesized ncRNAs (type III), which were the main focus of this thesis.
3. The non-coding Y RNAs

Y RNAs constitute a family of highly conserved ncRNAs synthesized by POLIII. They usually range in size from approximately 80 to 110nts (Figure 2). They were discovered over 30 years ago based on their ability to be co-precipitated with anti-Ro60 and/or anti-La auto-antibodies [21]. As many other POLIII transcripts, Y RNAs comprise a 5'-triphosphate and a 3'-oligo-U-tail [22, 23]. The stem-loop structure of Y RNAs is highly conserved throughout evolution (Figure 2). The 5'- and 3'-ends of Y RNAs form the conserved stem (each ~20nts) and are connected by a flexible loop region (40-70nts). Notably, the Y RNA stem contains unpaired nucleotides (bulges), which contribute to protein association, in particular the binding of Ro60 [24].

![Figure 2. Y RNA structure.](image)

(A) The characteristic features of Y RNAs are depicted in a schematic structure model. (B) The sequences and selected experimentally determined secondary structures of the human Y RNAs are shown (taken from [25]). Note that Y RNA structures are considered to be quite flexible especially within the loop-region as confirmed in structure probing experiments [26, 27].

3.1. Evolution of Y RNAs

Y RNAs homologs were identified in a variety of species ranging from bacteria to vertebrates. Interestingly the existence of experimentally verified Y RNAs always coincides with the presence of the RNA-binding protein Ro60 (summarized in Table 1). This is presumably due to the highly conserved interaction of Ro60 with the bulged stem of Y RNAs [24]. The binding of Ro60 to Y RNAs was shown to increase the stability and stabilize the structural fold of these ncRNAs. It is therefore assumed that Ro60 and Y RNAs co-evolved [25, 28].
Table 1. Ro60 and Y RNA homologs identified in the three domains of life. For some species Ro60 or Y RNA homologs can just be predicted from sequenced genomes (genetic evidence) and still have to be validated experimentally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Ro60 homolog identified</th>
<th>Y RNA homolog identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>Diverse for example:</td>
<td>Diverse for example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Deinococcus radiodurans</em></td>
<td><em>Deinococcus radiodurans</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Salmonella typhimurium</em></td>
<td><em>Salmonella typhimurium</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td><em>Haloarcula amylolytica</em> (gen. evidence)</td>
<td>Not investigated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chlorophyta: <em>Volvox carteri</em> (gen. evidence)</td>
<td>Not investigated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Chlamydomonas reinhardtii</em> (gen. evidence)</td>
<td>Not investigated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plants: presumably not present</td>
<td>Not investigated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fungi: presumably not present</td>
<td>Not investigated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eukarya</td>
<td>Nematoda: <em>Caenorhabditis elegans</em></td>
<td><em>Caenorhabditis elegans</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Caenorhabditis briggsae</em></td>
<td><em>Caenorhabditis briggsae</em> (prediction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insects: <em>Drosophila melanogaster</em> (gen. evidence)</td>
<td><em>Anopheles gambiae</em> (prediction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Apis mellifera</em> (gen. evidence)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Anopheles gambiae</em> (gen. evidence)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vertebrates: Diverse for example:</td>
<td>Diverse for example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Homo sapiens</em></td>
<td><em>Homo sapiens</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Mus musculus</em></td>
<td><em>Mus musculus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Xenopus laevis</em></td>
<td><em>Xenopus laevis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Danio rerio</em></td>
<td><em>Danio rerio</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presumably due to the essential role of Ro60-binding, Y RNAs show the highest degree of conservation within their stem region (Figure 3). Among the different Y RNA paralogues, Y3 seems to be the most conserved Y RNA at least in the vertebrate lineage [29]. Accordingly it was proposed that other Y RNAs arose by gene duplication from an ancestral Y1/Y3-like ncRNA [30]. Future studies will have to reveal, if every species expressing a Ro60 protein also possesses a Y RNA homolog. Due to limitations in the number of sequenced genomes and the short length of Y RNAs it remains difficult
to identify Y RNA homologs at least in non-vertebrata. However, Y RNA sequences can be used to recapitulate the evolution in the vertebrate lineage [31].

Figure 3. Y RNA conservation. The Ro60-binding sites in the stem region of Y RNAs from different species are depicted. For better comparison the secondary structure arrangement obtained by crystallographic studies of a Y RNA-fragment was chosen [32]. Note that many nucleotides show perfect conservation (red).

3.2. Y RNA genes and expression patterns

All identified eukaryotic Y RNAs are synthesized by POLIII. More precisely they resemble type III genes, which contain PSE and TATA cis-elements (see also Figure 1). Unlike many other POLIII-genes Y RNA genes appear as single copies in the respective genomes, which are organized as a genomic cluster in vertebrates (Figure 4). It was recently shown that various pseudogenes derived from Y RNAs exist in vertebrate genomes [31, 33]. Many of these pseudogenes lack the characteristic type III-gene features and are mutated at critical nucleotides (e.g. C9). Therefore one can assume that most of these pseudogenes do not contribute significantly to Y RNA expression or functions of this ncRNA family. It was also proposed that Y RNA pseudogenes originated by retro-transposition [33].

Figure 4. The human Y RNA cluster. The location of the human Y RNA genes on chromosome 7q36 is indicated. Y RNA genes are flanked by the protein coding genes EZH2 (enhancer of zeste 2 polycomb repressive complex 2 subunit) and PDIA4 (protein disulfide isomerase family A, member 4). The polarity of the Y RNA genes is indicated by an arrowhead.

The number of Y RNA genes in different species can vary substantially. In the vertebrate lineage bony fish seem to have just one gene for an Y3-like ncRNA. In most other vertebrate species four Y RNA genes expressing Y1, Y3, Y4 and Y5 orthologs have been identified. Interestingly some species seem to have lost specific Y RNA genes. Mouse-like rodents (muroidea) for example retained just Y1- and Y3-encoding genes, but apparently acquired other rodent specific ncRNA genes (e.g. 4.5S RNA genes). It was proposed, based solely on gene predictions in silico, that in nematodes multiple
copies of different Y RNA genes may exist (>10). However, this needs further experimental validation [34].

Bacterial Y RNA genes are usually located near the respective Ro60-homolog in an operon-like fashion (shown for e.g. D. radiodurans; [35]). It is assumed, that due to the spacial proximity of the Ro60 and Y RNA genes, these can be induced simultaneously under certain environmental conditions, e.g. UV-irradiation [35]. Notably just e few percent of the sequenced bacterial genomes contain Ro60 and Y RNA homologs. Future studies will have to reveal, why the Ro60-Y RNA complex is important for only some bacteria. Additionally, so far it was not determined if Ro60 and Y RNAs were formerly present in all bacteria or acquired at a later time point.

Y RNA levels can substantially vary between tissues and cell types, although they seem to be expressed ubiquitously. We investigated Y RNA expression in a set of distinct mouse tissues by infrared Northern blotting (Figure 5). This demonstrated that murine Y RNAs are highly expressed in brain, lung heart, stomach, kidney, ovary, adipose tissue and skeletal muscle. Future studies will have to reveal cell type specific expression of Y RNAs and their roles in the respective cells and/or tissues. Notably, we established a knockdown procedure to analyze Y RNA functions in vivo (Figure 6). To this end, chimeric antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) were intraperitonially injected into mice. After four days the mice were sacrificed and Y RNA depletion was monitored in different tissues by Northern blotting. These experiments showed that endogenous Y3 RNA can be significantly reduced by ASO-injection in mouse tissues like the liver (Figure 6). Once murine Y RNA functions have been identified, this procedure will be useful to validate such functions also in vivo.

**Figure 5. Murine Y RNA expression.** Total RNA was isolated from nude mice and subjected to Northern blotting to analyze Y RNA levels (2,5 µg/lane). 7SL and 5S RNAs served as loading controls. (taken from [25])
Figure 6. Y RNA depletion in mice. Eight C57BL/6 mice were injected with ASOs (either control or targeting Y3 RNA) intraperitonially. After four days the mice were sacrificed, total RNA was isolated from the liver and subjected to Northern blot analyses (5 µg/ lane). These blots were incubated with probes hybridizing to Y3 and 7SL (loading control). Note that up to 75% of liver Y3 RNA can be depleted with this method (unpublished data).

3.3. Processing of Y RNAs

Since the discovery of Y RNAs the existence of smaller Y RNA fragments had been observed [23]. The majority of Y RNA variants seem to be shortened at their 3'-end. These processing events obviously occur at the 3'-end of Y1, Y3 and Y4 RNAs and usually result in Y RNAs shortened by 4-5 nucleotides (Figure 7). So far, no 3'-shortened variant of Y5 was observed. Formerly these trimmed variants were named differently, such as ‘Y2’ for the Y1 variant and ‘Y3**’ for the Y3 variant. The 3’-end trimming of POLIII transcripts is a common phenomenon, also described for other RNAs such as 5S rRNA [36]. The impact of 3’-end processing on Y RNA function is barely understood. It is assumed that the association of POLIII transcripts with the La protein at the oligo-U tail inhibits nuclear export. Therefore removal of this tail would lead to enhanced nuclear export. Indeed it was shown, that the La protein can inhibit the nuclear export of Y1 [37]. Furthermore upon Ro60 depletion Y RNA levels drop drastically, but the remaining Y RNAs have elongated 3’-ends and accumulate in the nucleus [38]. This argues for a positive role of Ro60 and a negative role of La in the nuclear export of Y RNAs. Consistently, the more nuclear Y5 RNA retains its original oligo-U tail (Figure 7; [39]). Notably another variant of Y3, termed ‘Y3***’, was described previously [23]. This severely 3’-shortened variant (total length of ~60nts) terminates within the loop of Y3 RNA. The processing mechanism as well as the role of this ncRNA has not been determined so far.

Figure 7. The 3’-end processing of human Y RNAs. The sequences of the human full length and processed Y RNA 3’-ends are shown. Removed nucleotides of the respective Y RNAs are colored in red (unpublished results obtained by 3’-RACE from human HEK293 RNA).
The non-coding Y RNAs

Notably also Y RNA derived fragments (20-30 nucleotides) have been identified in a variety of tissue samples and cell lines [40-42]. These fragments mostly originated from the stem regions of all four Y RNAs. It has been shown, that these fragments exist in a variety of cells under normal growth conditions, but their levels sharply increase upon stress conditions like apoptotic stimuli or poly (I:C) treatment [40, 43]. The biogenesis of Y RNA fragments is independent of the Dicer protein and they are not associated with Argonaute proteins. Thus it appears unlikely that these fragments are acting in a miRNA-like fashion [43]. Accordingly, antisense reporter analyses could not confirm any influence on the translation of reporter mRNAs [42]. Y RNAs are degraded under apoptotic conditions, which lead to the accumulation of Y RNA-stem derived fragments. Therefore it was proposed that Ro60 protects the Y RNA stem fragments from being further degraded [40]. Interestingly Y RNA-derived fragments were found in the blood and their level may change with age [44, 45]. Whether this is of any clinical significance remains to be elucidated.

The Y3** ncRNA was of particular interest for this thesis. Our studies provided strong evidence that this ncRNA is essential for histone mRNA 3'-end processing. This was supported by the ASO-directed depletion of Y3 and Y3**, which led to an increase of misprocessed histone mRNAs in HEK293 cells (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 3). To analyze Y3** in more detail we determined the exact sequence of Y3**, since only the 5'-end of Y3** was properly characterized. Accordingly, we performed 3'-RACE analyses on total human RNA isolated from HEK293 cells. This demonstrated that in eight out of ten sequenced clones Y3** was terminated at U60 or U61 of the Y3 sequence (Figure 2). To verify these findings, the human Y3 gene under the control of the endogenous Y3 promoter was overexpressed in HEK293 cells, which led to increased levels of Y3 as well as Y3**. Furthermore T60A and T61A mutations were introduced into the Y3 gene (Figure 8). Interestingly the T61A mutated gene still led to the synthesis of Y3 and Y3**. The T60A mutated gene on the other hand just allowed overexpression of Y3, exogenous Y3** was not detectable any more in Northern blot analyses (Figure 8). Therefore we assume, that U60 is critical for the production of Y3** and thus consider it unlikely that Y3** results from premature termination of POLIII-driven transcription. In support of this notion Y3**-synthesis was unaffected by the T61A mutation. Instead of premature termination, we propose that Y3** is produced by nucleolytic cleavage of Y3, a process which might be facilitated by an endonuclease requiring U60. Future experiments will have to validate this hypothesis, for instance by the depletion of endonucleases (RNAi) and subsequent Northern blot analyses to investigate Y3** levels.

Subcellular fractionation of human HEK293 cells revealed, that Y3** is present in both, nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments (Figure 9). Y3** is not detectable in RNA isolated from cells, which originated from mouse-like rodents (muroidea, also see Figure 18 and Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 3).
Preliminary evidence suggests, that this is due to nucleotide variations in the 5'-part of the Y3 sequence, which may decrease the stability of Y3** drastically, while maintaining Y3 ncRNA in *muroidea* (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 4 and S3). However, also in human cells Y3** does not accumulate to high levels (e.g. ~6% of Y3 in HEK293 cells), suggesting that: a) the processing of Y3 into Y3** is rather slow, b) Y3** is produced from a minor portion of Y3 or c) the stability of Y3** is comparatively low (Figure 8). If Y3** serves additional roles, besides the 3'-end processing of histone mRNAs (see chapter 5), remains largely elusive. Proteomic approaches (data not shown), suggest that Y3** may have a role connected to nuclear RNPs, since many nuclear proteins (e.g. spliceosomal proteins) associate with Y3** but not with Y3. These studies also showed that Y3 and Y3** have overlapping, but not identical interaction patterns.

![Figure 8. Expression of Y3**](image)

**Figure 8. Expression of Y3**. (A) HEK293 cells were transfected with plasmids containing wild type (Y3) or mutated (T60A, T61A) human Y3 genes. Transfections with empty vector served as a control (C). After 48h the cells were harvested, total RNA was isolated and subjected to Northern blot analyses with specific probes for Y3/Y3** as well as the loading control U2. (B) Increasing amounts of HEK293 total RNA were loaded on TBE-urea gels and subjected to Northern blotting. Y3 and Y3** RNAs were detected with the same Northern probe and *in vitro* transcribed RNAs (*ivt* Y3, *ivt* Y3**) served as references. 7SL RNA served as loading control (taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 4 and S3).

### 3.4. Subcellular localization of Y RNAs

The localization of Y RNAs has been studied in a variety of species by diverse methods. The vast majority of these studies agree that Y RNAs primarily localize to the cytoplasm, where they exist in complexes with Ro60 and presumably other RNA-binding proteins. Upon injection into *Xenopus* oocytes Y RNAs (mostly shown for Y1) are rapidly and completely exported to the cytoplasm, a process which is inhibited by the La protein [37]. In contrast, Y5 differs in this respect from the other Y RNAs, since a significant amount of this RNA is retained in the nucleus (Figure 9; [39]). Accordingly one can speculate that the susceptibility for 3'-trimming (Y1, Y3 and Y4) correlates with the subcellular localization of Y RNAs (see chapter 3.3.). In respect thereof the export adapter for Y RNAs
would be inhibited by Y RNA 3’-ends and La-association. Previous studies suggested that Exportin 5 (XPO5) is a promising candidate exporter for Y RNAs, since it binds short stem-loop RNAs (such as pre-miRNAs) and also associates with Y1 in vitro [46].

According to fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analyses Y RNAs are not enriched at specific sites in the cytoplasm but show a rather ubiquitous, granular distribution in the cytoplasm. These observed cytoplasmic granules might indicate Y RNA containing Ro60-RNPs [47]. Notably, Y RNAs also localize to the perinucleolar compartment (PNC; [48]), a nuclear body tightly associated with the nucleolus. The exact role of PNCs, which are enriched for splicing modulators like PTBP1 and RAVER1 proteins, is only poorly understood so far. However, the localization to PNCs is not Y RNA specific, since other POLIII transcripts are also enriched in PNCs [48]. This led to the hypothesis that newly synthesized POLIII transcripts might be stored and transported from PNCs [49]. Furthermore, the PNC marker protein PTBP1 was shown to directly bind to Y1 and Y3 RNAs, an interaction which might occur in PNCs [50].

![Figure 9. Subcellular localization of Y RNAs.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEK293 (human)</th>
<th>MC57G (murine)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T N C</td>
<td>T N C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y1 Y3</td>
<td>Y3**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y5 Y4</td>
<td>7SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Y RNA-associated proteins

A variety of Y RNA-associated proteins could be identified so far (reviewed in [25]). Amongst those are proteins which associate with all Y RNA species (core proteins, e.g. La and Ro60) and those which bind just some Y RNAs (accessory proteins, e.g. IGF2BPs and PTBP1). Presumably the Y RNA core proteins are mostly responsible for Y RNA biogenesis and stability, whereas accessory proteins may confer more specific functions to individual Y RNAs.

To get a more systematic view on Y RNA-associated proteins we performed RNA pulldowns in HEK293 cell lysates. Therefore we labeled all four human Y RNAs with biotinylated UTP during in vitro transcription. These randomly biotinylated Y RNAs were then immobilized on a paramagnetic streptavidin-resin and incubated with cell lysate derived from human HEK293 cells. The eluted proteins were resolved on a SDS-polyacrylamide gel and subjected to mass spectrometric (MS)
analyses (Figure 10). Strikingly, protein class determination revealed ‘nucleic acid binding’ to be the most prominent protein class in Y RNA pulldowns (Figure 10).

![Diagram showing protein class hits for Y RNAs](image)

**Figure 10. Identification of Y RNA-associated proteins.** (A) Eluted proteins from Y RNA pulldowns (Y1, Y3, Y4 and Y5) were subjected to SDS-PAGE together with a protein marker (M, sizes in kDa) and stained by Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Beads only (C) served as background control. The asterisk indicates the streptavidin protein. (B) After protein identification by MS analyses, database research was performed with PANTHER protein class determination (taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 1 and S1; [51, 52]).

With the exception of APOBEC3G, we could confirm all previously reported Y RNA-binding proteins by the established procedure (reviewed in [25]). These included Y RNA core proteins (La and Ro60) as well as accessory proteins (NCL, PTBP1, HNRNPK, IGF2BP1 and PUF60). Furthermore this method allowed us to explore new functions for Y RNAs based on their associated proteins, e.g. the role of Y3/Y3** in the processing of replication-dependent histone mRNAs (see also chapter 5).

**3.6. The Y RNA core proteins – La and Ro60**

The first proteins shown to associate with Y RNAs were La and Ro60 [21]. The immunological disorders ‘Systemic lupus erythematosus’ (SLE) and ‘Sjögren's syndrome’ (SS) are characterized by the production of a variety of autoimmune-antibodies targeting healthy cells, which finally can cause apoptosis and inflammation in a variety of tissues [53]. Anti-La and anti-Ro60 were among the antibody species detected in SLE/SS patients and belong to the group of anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA). The reason why antibodies against these two RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) are produced in the
patients remains largely unknown. However in times were antibodies for immunological experiments (immunoprecipitation, Western blot) were rare, these auto-antibodies allowed the investigation of the targeted proteins as well as the associated diseases itself. Today the testing for ANAs is one major diagnostic step for the identification of immunological diseases like SLE or SS.

Initial immunoprecipitation studies with sera of anti-La/Ro60 positive SLE/SS patients showed that these proteins associate with cellular RNAs. Amongst those were RNA species of about 80-110nts in length, which were named cytoplasmic Y RNAs in analogy to the nuclear U RNAs [21]. Formerly five different Y RNA species were detected in human (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 and Y5) and three Y RNAs in mouse cells (Y1, Y2 and Y3). Later Y2 was omitted since it was discovered that this RNA is a processed variant of Y1 (also see chapter 3.3.).

The eukaryotic La protein is a mainly nuclear RBP of about 46 kDa in human (Gene symbol: SSB). It is a multi-domain protein, which has a high affinity for RNAs with UUU-OH at their 3'-end (reviewed in [54]). The RNA-binding of La is mainly facilitated by its N-terminal domain (NTD) consisting of a so called ‘La-motif’ as well as a RNA recognition motif (RRM). Since La binds nascent POLIII transcripts it was suggested, that it has a general role in the maintenance of those transcripts. In respect to Y RNAs the function of this protein is not well understood except its inhibitory role in the nuclear export of nascent Y RNAs (see also chapter 3.3. and 3.4.). By chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) it was shown that La is present at the genomic loci of Y RNA genes. However, which functions it may serve there remains elusive [55]. We and others found La to be associated with all four human Y RNAs in RNA pulldown experiments (see chapter 3.5.). Furthermore, endogenous Y RNAs as well as Y3** could also be co-immunoprecipitated with Flag-tagged human La protein (data not shown). Notably, Y RNAs associating with La were slightly longer than the bulk of cellular Y RNAs, supporting the notion that La associates with nascent RNAs still containing the oligo-U tail. The depletion of cellular La protein by RNAi did not show any alteration of global Y RNA levels (data not shown). Future studies will have to reveal, which aspects besides the nuclear export of the Y RNAs may be conducted by the La protein. An involvement of La in the nuclear surveillance of Y RNAs including folding or modification appears likely but solid evidence is still lacking.

The Ro60 protein is a ring shaped RBP of approximately 60 kDa in size (Gene symbol: TROVE2). The crystal structure of Ro60 revealed that most of the protein ring is formed by a helical HEAT-repeat domain, which is closed by a vWFA-domain [32]. The HEAT-repeat ring also comprises the majority of the two distinct RNA-binding surfaces of Ro60. The first one is located within the central cavity of the ring. RNA-binding by this cavity is mainly mediated by basic amino acid side chains protruding from different helices of the HEAT-repeats. Structural and binding studies suggested that double stranded RNA (dsRNA) with a protruding single stranded 3'-end is preferentially bound in this
cavity [32]. To date just one cellular target RNA for the Ro60-cavity was characterized in detail, which is a misfolded form of the 5S rRNA [32]. The second RNA-binding surface of Ro60 is sculptured by the HEAT-repeats at the outer side of the Ro60-ring. In accordance with the cavity, RNA-binding by the outer surface is mainly mediated by basic amino acids, which contact the phosphate backbone of the RNA. Therefore it is not surprising that RNA-binding is not tightly determined by the primary nucleotide sequence but highly structure dependent [32, 56]. Notably, this RNA-binding surface is highly conserved in all Ro60 proteins identified so far. The primary target RNAs for the outer surface of Ro60 are Y RNAs. It is likely that due to the structural constraints Y RNAs show the highest conservation at the Ro60 binding site (see also Figure 3). Importantly, the bulged C-nucleotide (usually C9) is critical for the RNA-association of Ro60. In agreement, deletions or mutations at this site strongly reduce the Y RNA-binding of Ro60 (Figure 11 and [56]). One validated role of the Ro60-Y RNA interaction is the stabilization of Y RNAs. In support of this Y RNA levels are usually drastically decreased upon depletion of Ro60. This was also confirmed by the knockout of Ro60 in mice, leading to an almost complete loss of Y RNAs (Figure 11 and [57]). Besides its role in enhancing the nuclear export of Y RNAs (see also chapter 3.4.) other functions of the Ro60-Y RNA complex have been suggested. It was proposed that Ro60 cannot bind simultaneously to misfolded RNAs and Y RNAs [32]. Therefore one could assume that Y RNA-binding might influence the capacity of Ro60 to function in RNA quality control pathways. Future studies will have to reveal other modes of Ro60-Y RNA regulation, especially when more functions can be assigned to either Ro60 or Y RNAs.

Figure 11. Y RNA-binding by Ro60. (A) Different mutants of human Y3 RNA were tested for the association of Ro60 and IGF2BP1 in RNA pulldowns (HEK293 lysate) followed by Western blotting. Ro60 binds Y3 within the RNA-stem in a C9-dependant manner. In contrast, IGF2BP1 binds the Y3-loop (taken from [58]). (B) RNAi experiments were performed to decrease the amount of Ro60 in
HEK293 cells. Western blot analyses (WB) confirmed successful knockdown of Ro60 by two distinct siRNAs. Vinculin (VCL) served as loading control. In addition, total RNA was isolated and analyzed by Northern blot analyses (NB). This revealed a decrease of Y RNA levels in Ro60 knockdown cells as assessed by probing for Y1, Y3 and Y5 RNAs. 5S rRNA served as a loading control (unpublished data).

3.7. A paradigm of accessory Y RNA-binding proteins – IGF2BPs

Accessory Y RNA-binding proteins usually associate with the distinct loops of target Y RNAs. For example, this was shown for PTBP1 and NCL which mainly bind the Y1- and Y3-loops [50, 59]. In our lab the binding of PUF60 to the Y5 RNA is currently under investigation. Preliminary results suggest that PUF60 associates with a U-rich region within the Y5-loop (unpublished). These examples provide further evidence for a plethora of accessory loop-associated Y RNA-binding proteins, a hypothesis strengthened by our Y RNA pulldown analyses (see also chapter 3.5.). The first group of novel proteins which we identified to associate with Y RNAs was the IGF2BP protein family [60].

The insulin-like growth factor II mRNA-binding proteins (IGF2BPs) constitute a family of RBPs of approximately 60 kDa in size. Three IGF2BP paralogues are expressed in mammals sharing the same domain structure (IGF2BP1, IGF2BP2 and IGF2BP3). They contain two N-terminal RRM-domains and four C-terminal hnRNPK-homology (KH) domains. RNA-binding is readily facilitated by the four KH-domains (with major contribution of KH-3). The RRM-domains seem to be inactive in RNA-binding and may fulfill other functions such as protein-protein interactions [58, 61]. The expression of IGF2BPs is tightly controlled throughout development. All IGF2BPs are highly expressed during mouse embryogenesis, but soon after birth the levels of IGF2BP1 and IGF2BP3 decrease dramatically to barely detectable levels in most tissues [61]. IGF2BP2 on the other hand seems to be expressed also in adults. Interestingly IGF2BP1/3 are frequently re-expressed or severely upregulated in neoplasia. Accordingly, IGF2BPs are considered to be ‘oncofetal’ proteins. In contrast to many other RBPs, IGF2BPs are almost exclusively observed in the cytoplasm and were reported to mainly associate with mRNAs. IGF2BPs were shown to associate with the 5'UTR, the coding sequence (CDS) or the 3'UTR of their target mRNAs (reviewed in [61]). This was initially described when analyzing the chicken β-actin (ACTB) mRNA [62]. This mRNA was known to be localized to the leading edges of fibroblasts and migrating mesenchymal cells, where local protein synthesis might enforce high actin protein concentrations to sustain cytoskeletal reorganization and migration [63]. This working model was also strengthened by analyses in neurons, where mRNAs like ACTB have to be transported over large distances [64]. In depth analyses further revealed that an element in the 3'UTR of the ACTB mRNA is necessary for this subcellular transport, called the ‘zipcode’ [65]. Soon the zipcode binding protein 1 (ZBP1), now referred to as IGF2BP1, was identified to bind this element and control ACTB mRNA localization [62]. Furthermore the binding and release of ACTB mRNA is spatially controlled by
the phosphorylation of IGF2BP1 by the Src kinase, providing an example for a phosphorylation-dependent switch of protein function [66]. Meanwhile many other target RNAs have been identified for IGF2BPs, which also includes long mRNA-like ncRNAs such as H19 or more recently HULC [67, 68]. The preferred functions of IGF2BPs seem to be the stabilization of their target mRNAs, but translation effects either due to the inhibition of translation initiation or competition with miRNA-binding were suggested as well (reviewed in [61]).

In immunoprecipitation analyses IGF2BP1 was reported to associate with Ro60 [69]. This finding prompted us to investigate, if the IGF2BP1-Ro60 interaction might involve Y RNAs. Therefore we performed immunoprecipitation as well as in vitro binding experiments with IGF2BP1 (ZBP1) and Y RNAs. These analyses clearly indicated that Y3 and to a lesser extent Y1 are directly bound by IGF2BP1 [60]. Furthermore we could show that all four KH-domains of IGF2BP1 are involved in Y3-binding [58]. The direct involvement of all KH-domains of IGF2BP1 was a novel and surprising finding, but it turned out that this is not exclusively observed for Y3-binding, but is also true for mRNA targets like ACTB or MYC [58]. Additionally, IGF2BP1 associates with Y3 within the loop region (~60nts, Figure 11), but all attempts to further narrow down the RNA target sequence failed since either 5’- or 3’-deletions resulted in a severely reduced association (data not shown). Similar to IGF2BP1, we observed that also the other IGF2BP paralogues (IGF2BP2 and IGF2BP3) associate with Y3, presumably by binding to the loop region. Furthermore, preliminary results suggest that IGF2BP2 also associates preferably with Y3 in a KH-domain dependent manner. Finally, the binding of Y3 to IGF2BPs was confirmed by another study which suggested that Y3 might be involved in the nuclear export not just of Ro60, but also of IGF2BP1 [70]. IGF2BP1 and Y3 are mainly cytoplasmic at steady state and do not show strong nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling. Therefore we consider it likely that the complex exhibits a cytoplasmic role, for instance stabilization of the IGF2BP proteins and regulation of IGF2BP functions with Y3 acting as a cellular IGF2BP-competitor or chaperone. In summary we for the first time identified a small ncRNA to associate with IGF2BPs. Since the high affinity binding site for IGF2BPs within Y3 is sharply defined, future studies could use this knowledge to perform structural studies with the IGF2BP-Y3 complex. These analyses could help to understand the mode of RNA-binding by the ‘oncofetal’ IGF2BPs. Despite solid evidence for direct RNA-binding, the cellular role of the Y3-IGF2BP complex remains largely elusive.
3.8. The characterization of Y RNPs

The association of Y RNAs with different RBPs raised the question, if an assembly of larger Y RNA-RBP complexes (Y RNPs) occurs within the cell. It has been reported that Ro60-associated Y RNA complexes range in size from 150-550 kDa as analyzed by ion-exchange chromatography and gel filtration [71]. We could reconstitute a complex consisting of IGF2BP1, Y3 and La in vitro as demonstrated by electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA; [60]). These experiments for the first time showed that stem- and loop-binding RBPs can associate concomitantly on one Y RNA. Future studies could analyze the fraction of Y RNAs covered by proteins in the cell and the implication of these complexes for Y RNA/RBP function. We recently started to monitor Y RNPs in glycerol gradient assays, which were originally developed for the analysis of small RNAs and associated proteins (Figure 12). These experiments revealed that the majority of extractable cellular Y RNAs exist in relatively small complexes (fractions 3-5, sedimenting at ~7-10S) similar to some other small RNAs (see ‘Total RNA’). Furthermore Y RNPs do not co-sediment with ribosomes (fraction ‘P’) indicating that Y RNAs may not directly be involved in mRNA translation. However, co-localization of Y RNA-binding proteins and Y RNAs (e.g. PUF60 and Ro60) in glycerol gradients supports the presence of these proteins in distinct Y RNPs. In depth analyses of Y RNPs, e.g. with high resolution glycerol gradients will identify the composition of Y RNPs and thus will provide new insights for the functional roles of these protein-RNA complexes. A detailed study with the aim to analyze one particular Y5 RNP is currently under investigation in the lab. Preliminary results suggest that Y5 can concomitantly associate with the RBPs La, Ro60 and PUF60.

Figure 12. Characterization of Y RNPs.
HEK293 cell lysates were subjected to glycerol gradient analyses (10-30 % glycerol, 17h, 130.000g). RNA and protein samples were prepared from the indicated fractions (1-10) as well as the input (I) and the sedimentation pellet (P). Total RNA was resolved on a denaturing TBE-urea gel and stained with ethidium bromide (RNA sizes (nts) are indicated on the left). Furthermore RNA samples were subjected to Northern blotting (NB). The Y RNA-
3.9. The association of Y3/Y3** with mRNA 3'-end processing factors

Our RNA pulldown analyses revealed a multitude of potential Y RNA-binding proteins (chapter 3.5.). With the aim to characterize novel Y RNA functions we analyzed the identified Y RNA-associated proteins for their reported cellular roles. Interestingly, proteins involved in the 3'-end processing of eukaryotic mRNAs interacted with Y3 and to a lesser extent with Y1 (Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 1). Since Y RNAs had never been associated with the 3'-end maturation of mRNAs we studied the interaction with these processing factors in further detail.

The 3'-end processing of mRNAs in mammals essentially relies on cis-determinants within the 3'-UTRs of the respective transcripts. Distinct multi-protein complexes were reported to associate with these determinants to finally guide the 3'-end maturation of eukaryotic mRNAs. Up to now two major processing pathways have been identified, a specialized pathway for replication-dependent histone mRNAs and one for the majority of ‘conventional’ mRNAs (reviewed in [72, 73]).

Conventional 3'-end processing of mRNAs essentially relies on the polyadenylation signal (PAS). This sequence (usually AAUAAA or close variants) is located within the 3'-UTR of mRNAs upstream of the cleavage site (reviewed in [72]). The PAS is bound by a protein complex called the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF). The mammalian CPSF complex is composed of at least six proteins (CPSF1, CPSF2, CPSF3, CPSF4, FIP1L1 and WDR33) and associates with the PAS [74, 75]. Recent studies suggest that CPSF4 and WDR33 directly bind the PAS, which then triggers the association of other CPSF subunits [76, 77]. The CPSF complex guides the cleavage of pre-mRNAs 15-30nts downstream of the PAS (usually after a CA-dinucleotide). Cleavage is facilitated by the nuclease CPSF3 [78]. After cleavage of the mRNA the associated poly-A-polymerase synthesizes the poly-A-tail that is essential for various aspects of the mRNA life cycle (e.g. stability, nuclear export, translation). The processing efficiency is enhanced by additional cis-elements surrounding the PAS. The upstream sequence element (USE) for example is bound by the mammalian cleavage factor I (CFIm). The downstream sequence element (DSE) on the other hand is associated with the cleavage stimulatory factor (CSTF). Both factors were shown to be essential for efficient 3'-end formation of mammalian mRNAs [79, 80].

The 3'-UTR of mammalian replication-dependent histone mRNAs differs significantly from that of ‘conventional’ mRNAs. Histone mRNAs are usually not spliced and have a short 3'-UTR containing a conserved stem-loop element (SL; reviewed in [73]). The SL is bound by the stem-loop binding protein (SLBP), which influences all aspects of the histone mRNA life cycle (3'-end processing, nuclear export, translation; [81, 82]). Furthermore, histone mRNAs contain a histone downstream element
(HDE) located right after the cleavage site. This serves as binding site for the U7-snRNP [83]. CPSF was shown to associate with histone mRNAs and to act in concert with the U7-snRNP and SLBP to promote the cleavage of nascent histone transcripts [84]. Interestingly correctly processed histone mRNAs end right after the SL and in contrast to conventional mRNAs are not polyadenylated (reviewed in [73]). However, when normal histone mRNA processing is inhibited, the 3′-end processing machinery utilizes cryptic polyadenylation signals downstream of the SL leading to misprocessed and polyadenylated histone mRNAs.

In our attempts to identify novel Y RNA-associated proteins we found a variety of mRNA processing factors to associate with these ncRNAs. This included the whole set of CPSF-proteins, the CFIm and associated proteins like WDR33 as well as symplekin (Figure 13). All these proteins associated primarily with Y3 and to a lesser extent with Y1 as demonstrated by mass spectrometry.

**Table 1.** Y RNAs associate with processing factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein (Gene Symbol)</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Y1</th>
<th>Y3</th>
<th>Y4</th>
<th>Y5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPSF100 (CPSF1)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSF100 (CPSF2)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSF73 (CPSF3)</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSF30 (CPSF4)</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hFIP1 (FIP311)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFIm25 (CPSF5)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFIm68 (CPSF6)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFIm59 (CPSF7)</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDR33</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symplekin (SYMPK)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XX: Peptide coverage (PC) in %  
XXI: Peptide spectral matches (PSMs)

Western blotting confirmed the association of 3′-end processing factors identified by MS analyses (Figure 14). To identify the binding site of these proteins in Y3, we explored association with truncated Y3 mutant RNAs by RNA pulldown analyses. This revealed that the uridine rich sequence within the Y3 loop is critical for the interaction of the CPSF with Y3 (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 1). Notably, although significantly shorter than its precursor, the identified binding motif of CPSFs is retained in the Y3** ncRNA. Accordingly, we also analyzed the association of this RNA with the CPSF complex. As expected, we observed that Y3** associates with processing factors in a U-rich element dependent manner (Figure 14).
Figure 14. Characterization of the Y RNA-CPSF association. Y RNA pulldowns were performed in HEK293 cell lysates and associated proteins were analyzed by Western blotting, as described in chapter 3.5. (A) Schematic of Y3, Y3**, and the mutants used in RNA pulldown analyses. The U-rich element is colored in red. (B) The association of CPSF1, CPSF2, FIP1L1 and SYMPK with all four human Y RNAs was analyzed by RNA pulldowns in HEK293 cell lysates. Ro60-binding served as positive control. The asterisk indicates a cross reaction of the SYMPK-antibody. The lysate input fraction is indicated by (I) and beads alone (C) served as negative control. (C) Y3 fragments were analyzed for processing factor association by RNA pulldowns. In addition to Y3, the Y3-stem (Y3S) and the Y3-loop (Y3L) were used in these studies. Ro60 (stem-associated; [24]) and IGF2BP1 (loop-associated; [58]) served as positive controls for Y3S and Y3L, respectively. (D) Y3** association with processing factors was analyzed by RNA pulldown analyses in HEK293 cell lysates. Next to full length Y3, Y3** and a Y3** mutant lacking the CPSF binding motif (nt1-55) were analyzed. Y4 served as negative control. PTBP1 association served as an Y3-specific positive control. The co-purification of La indicated association with the 3′-end of Y RNAs (taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 1, 4 and S1).

In summary we identified the association of Y3, Y3** and Y1 with proteins involved in the 3′-end processing of mRNAs. This interaction might be mediated by the direct binding of FIP1L1 and concomitant association of CPSF4, which then recruit additional processing factors to Y RNAs (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 4 and S3). FIP1L1 and CPSF4 were already shown to preferentially bind U-rich RNAs, a finding which is supported by our analyses [75, 85]. The interaction of Y RNAs with processing factors raised the question, if these ncRNAs could be associated with the 3′-end processing of mRNAs. Indeed we could show an involvement of Y3/Y3** in the processing of replication-dependent histone mRNAs. These findings are further discussed in chapter 5.
4. *Y RNA functions*

For a long time the cellular functions of small non-coding Y RNAs remained elusive. Within the past few years some progress was made to elucidate some roles these ncRNAs may serve. However, most of these findings are limited to bacteria. In the following, the roles identified for Y RNAs in higher mammals and bacteria are discussed.

### 4.1. *The role of Y RNAs in DNA replication and cell growth*

Isolated late-G1-phase nuclei maintain their capability for DNA replication, but replication can be stimulated by the addition of cytosolic extracts. In an attempt to identify the stimulatory molecules within these cytosolic extracts, Y RNAs were found to greatly enhance replication in this *in vitro* system [86]. This function was furthermore described to be fulfilled by all four human Y RNAs and critically depends on a sequence motif present within the double-stranded stem of Y RNAs [87]. It was further proposed that the stimulatory effect of Y RNAs on DNA replication occurs at the initiation step of replication [88]. Along these lines it was suggested that Y RNAs physically interact with chromatin, an interaction which could also occur indirectly by Y RNA-associated proteins, for instance the origin recognition complex [89]. The interaction of Y RNAs with Ro60, La and Nucleolin on the other hand is not essential for their function in DNA replication [90]. The depletion of Y1 and Y3 by siRNAs in human cells reduced the number of mitotic cells, but had no significant impact on cell death [91]. Furthermore the inhibition of Y RNAs by morpholino oligos in *X. laevis* and *D. rerio* is lethal around the midblastula transition in embryonic development, which was correlated with an increased rate of DNA replication during this embryonic stage [92].

Replication-dependent histone mRNA levels are very sensitive to changes of the replication rate. Thus, histone mRNAs are rapidly degraded when DNA replication is inhibited [93]. To test if the depletion of Y RNAs results in altered total histone mRNA abundance, we performed Y RNA knockdown studies in human cells and determined the amount of total cellular histone mRNAs (see chapter 5). However, we did not observe any significant changes in total histone mRNA abundances upon Y RNA depletion (Figure 16). Notably, total histone mRNAs remained unaffected no matter how Y RNAs were depleted (siRNAs via the RISC or ASOs via RNase H). Furthermore, we could not identify any protein of the origin recognition complex to associate with Y RNAs in RNA pulldowns (see Köhn et al. 2015 Table S1). Thus, at present we have no evidence supporting a role of Y RNAs in DNA replication. However, we observed that Y RNAs modulate cell growth or viability (Figure 15). ASOs targeting Y1, Y3, Y4 and the unrelated U7 snRNA were transfected into cells, which were then analyzed for cell growth after 48h with a cell viability assay. The depletion of Y1 and Y3 by ASOs severely impaired cell viability 48h post transfection. In contrast, cell viability appeared essentially
unchanged by the ASO-directed knockdown of Y4, U7 or the transfection of control ASOs. Similar results were obtained by ASO-mediated Y RNA depletion in other human cell lines (data not shown). Thus, we concluded that at least Y1 and Y3 are essential to maintain or enhance the viability of human cells.

**Figure 15. The impact of Y RNA depletion on cell growth.** HEK293 cells were transfected with ASOs targeting Y1, Y3, Y4 and U7. After 48h the cells were harvested and analyzed by cell titer blue assay according to manufacturer’s protocols (Promega). Cell viability is depicted relative to mock-transfected controls (Student’s t-test: p**<0.01, ns – not significant; n=3; unpublished data).

### 4.2. Y RNAs as modulators of Ro60 function and cellular stress

In addition to Y RNAs, mammalian Ro60 was reported to bind small misfolded ncRNAs such as 5S rRNA or U2 snRNA [94, 95]. The Ro60 crystal structure in complex with 5S or Y RNA fragments suggested that binding to these RNA substrates presumably is mutually exclusive [32]. Therefore it was proposed that Y RNAs might compete with misfolded RNAs for binding to Ro60. However, it remains to be elucidated if this competition is physiological relevant in mammalian cells. Furthermore, Y RNA-binding can influence the localization of the Ro60 protein in mammalian cells. Ro60 is localized in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm under normal cellular conditions, but accumulates in nuclei upon stress conditions, for instance in response to UV-irradiation [96]. Interestingly a Ro60 mutant incapable of Y RNA-binding strongly accumulates in nuclei under normal growth conditions [96]. This suggests that Y RNAs are involved in the nucleo-cytoplasmic transport of Ro60. In support of this it was shown that complexes consisting of Ro60, Y3 and IGF2BP1 are exported to the cytoplasm in an Exportin 1-dependent manner [70].

In autoimmune diseases such as cardiac neonatal lupus (NL) the Ro60 protein is exposed on the cell surface of apoptotic cells and can trigger an autoimmune response. This can be associated with heart block and cardiomyopathy in offspring. To identify the underlying mechanisms of the cell surface exposure of Ro60, fibroblasts were analyzed for their ability to translocate cellular Ro60 to the cell surface upon apoptotic conditions [97]. These analyses showed that a Ro60 mutant defective in Y RNA-binding does not localize to the cell surface upon apoptotic conditions. Furthermore cell surface exposure of wt Ro60 is also impaired upon Y3 but not Y1 depletion. These results suggest that the binding of Ro60 to Y3 ncRNA is essential for Ro60 to be exposed on apoptotic cell surfaces.
and to trigger a TLR-dependent inflammation cascade in neonatal lupus and potentially also in other autoimmune diseases involving Ro60 [97].

Bacterial Ro60 (Ro sixty related – Rsr) and associated Y RNAs were first described in *D. radiodurans* [35]. In this bacterium Rsr is expressed in low amounts at normal conditions, but is substantially induced upon UV irradiation. Moreover at least two Y RNAs have been reported in *D. radiodurans*, both of which are bound by Rsr and upregulated in response to UV irradiation [35, 98]. Like in mammalian cells bacterial Ro60 stabilizes Y RNAs since the knockout of Rsr caused a severe reduction of Y RNA levels [35]. Interestingly, the concomitant depletion of Rsr and Y RNAs led to an increased UV sensitivity compared to the parental strain [35]. These results suggest that Rsr/Y RNAs are important regulators of cell survival under stress condition such as UV stress. In *D. radiodurans* the maturation of the 23S rRNA is inefficient under normal growth conditions leading to the accumulation of 23S that contains extensions at the 5’- and 3’-end [99]. In contrast at elevated temperature 23S maturation is efficient. This increased processing efficiency at high temperatures depends on Rsr and the nucleases RNase PH/RNase II suggesting that bacterial Ro60 is involved in rRNA maturation [99]. Surprisingly Y RNA depletion leads to an efficient 23S rRNA maturation at low and high temperatures. These results suggest that bacterial Y RNAs inhibit the function of Rsr in 23S maturation at least under normal growth conditions [99]. Upon starvation in *D. radiodurans* Rsr, presumably acting together with the PNPase nuclease, is essential for the increased general RNA decay [100]. It was shown that Rsr, Y RNA and PNPase form a complex called RYPER (Ro60/Y RNA/PNPase Exoribonuclease RNP), which assembles into a structure similar to the eukaryotic exosome [101]. RYPER specializes the PNPase to degrade structured RNAs such as 23S or 16S rRNAs. The structure of RYPER determined by single-particle electron microscopy revealed that the Y RNA acts as tethering factor in RYPER connecting Rsr and the PNPase [101]. Taken together these findings provide strong evidence that bacterial Ro60 and the associated Y RNAs act as modulators of cellular RNA fate (processing and decay) especially upon stress conductions such as UV stress, starvation or heat stress. Interestingly, also the mammalian Ro60 protein promotes cell survival upon UV irradiation [95]. Future studies will have to reveal if mammalian Ro60 also influences cellular RNA degradation/processing under normal or stress conditions and how Y RNAs contribute to these functions.
5. The role of Y3/Y3** in the 3′-end processing of histone mRNAs

5.1. The depletion of Y RNAs and their impact on pre-mRNA processing

Our analyses of Y RNA-associated proteins revealed an association with mRNA 3′-end processing factors (see chapter 3.9). To analyze if this association indicated a role of Y1 and/or Y3 in the control of mRNA processing, we analyzed mRNA 3′-end formation in human cells. To knockdown Y RNAs we used chimeric antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs). This allowed the depletion by a RISC-independent mechanism relying on RNAse H mediated cleavage of endogenous RNA substrates [102, 103]. In contrast to the RISC, RNAse H is present in the cytoplasm and the nucleus. Accordingly, we assumed that ASO-mediated ncRNA depletion could efficiently deplete ncRNAs from both compartments. As expected, we were able to successfully reduce the levels of Y1, Y3 and Y4 (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 2). So far, we failed to knockdown Y5 for unknown reasons.

If Y RNAs serve a role in the processing of mRNAs was initially analyzed by the qRT-PCR based quantification of pre-mRNA levels. We expected that misprocessed pre-mRNAs accumulate upon Y RNA depletion if these ncRNAs serve a role in either the 3′-end processing of ‘conventional’ mRNAs and/or canonical histone transcripts. To detect pre-mRNAs, we designed PCR-primers allowing the amplification of misprocessed as well as total mRNAs. At first we focused on replication-dependent (canonical) histone mRNAs, since we had established knockdown protocols for the U7 ncRNA which is essential for the 3′-end processing of histone transcripts (Figure 16; [102, 104]). These analyses revealed that the depletion of Y3 and to a lesser extent Y1 led to a significant increase of misprocessed H2A and H3A histone mRNAs. As expected, the depletion of U7 also caused a significant accumulation of misprocessed histone mRNAs as well. Notably, this was not observed upon the knockdown of Y4. The latter was expected to serve as negative control since it was not associated with RNA processing factors (see Figure 14). In contrast to the abundance of misprocessed transcripts, total levels of histone mRNAs remained essentially unchanged upon depletion of Y RNAs as well as U7 snRNA. Together this provided strong evidence for a role of Y1 and Y3 in the 3′-end processing of canonical histone transcripts. Unlike most mRNAs, correctly processed histone mRNAs are not polyadenylated. However, misprocessed histone mRNAs utilize downstream polyadenylation signals and are polyadenylated. Consistently, we confirmed that the misprocessed histone mRNAs which accumulate upon Y1, Y3 or U7 depletion are also polyadenylated by using dT-priming/qRT-PCR (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 2). To analyze if the depletion of Y3 also affects the processing of ‘conventional’ mRNAs was initially investigated by monitoring 3′-end misprocessing of the ACTB and EEF2 pre-mRNAs (Figure 16). For these studies the depletion of CPSF1 by siRNAs served as positive control, since this protein is essential for all 3′-end processing pathways. Strikingly, the processing as
well as the total abundance of both mRNAs appeared essentially unaffected by the depletion of Y3 but processing was significantly impaired by the knockdown of CPSF1, as expected. These studies suggested that Y1 and Y3 modulate the 3'-end processing of canonical histone mRNAs but not 'conventional' mRNAs.

Figure 16. The influence of Y RNA depletion on pre-mRNA processing. (A) PCR-strategy for the detection of histone mRNA variants by qRT-PCR. For total and misprocessed histone mRNAs cDNAs were synthesized using random primers (R6). Polyadenylated histone mRNAs were detected by dT-priming. The obtained PCR-products are depicted by colored arrows and the cleavage sites in analyzed histone mRNAs are indicated by a black arrow. (B) Control (ASOC) or ncRNA targeting ASOs (ASOY1, ASOY3, ASOY4, ASOU7) were transfected into HEK293 cells. Total cellular RNA was extracted 48h post transfection and subjected to qRT-PCR analyses. The levels of total (T) as well as misprocessed (MP) pre-mRNAs (H2AC: HIST1H2AC; H3A: HIST2H3A) were determined relative to controls transfected with control ASOs (ASOC). Note that polyadenylated histone mRNAs showed a similar accumulation upon Y1, Y3 and U7 knockdowns (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 2). (C) Samples studied in (B) were analyzed by semi-quantitative RT-PCR analyses. PCR-products representing total (T) and misprocessed (MP) H2AC mRNAs were resolved on an agarose gel and stained by ethidium bromide. ACTB mRNA served as loading control. (D) The levels of pre-ACTB and pre-EEF2 mRNAs were quantified as in (B) upon the depletion of Y3 by ASOs or CPSF1 by siRNAs, respectively. All mRNA levels were normalized by the ΔΔCt-method using ACTB and PPIA mRNAs as references. Asterisks indicate significant changes (Student’s t-test: p*<0,05; p**<0,01; p***<0,001; n≥3; taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 2 and S2).
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Aiming to investigate defects in 3′-end processing at genome wide scale, we analyzed how the depletion of Y3 or U7 affects pre-mRNA processing using RNA sequencing (RNA seq). To this end, total RNA isolated from ASO-transfected HEK293 cells (ASOC, ASOY3 and ASOU7; Figure 17) were subjected to the depletion of ribosomal RNA, heat fragmentation and random-primed cDNA synthesis. Barcoded cDNA libraries were then subjected to RNA seq using an Illumina HiScan-SQ sequencer. The resulting reads were aligned to the human genome using Bowtie 2 and analyzed by the DNASTAR Lasergene software package and SeqMonk. These analyses allowed the identification of 46 distinct histone mRNAs in HEK293 cells. To analyze how the depletion of ncRNAs affects the 3′-end processing of specific transcripts, the sequence reads of histone mRNAs were collapsed to the conserved histone mRNA cleavage site downstream of the stem-loop (indicated as ‘0’). As expected the sequencing coverage of histone mRNAs dramatically decreased at the cleavage site indicating efficient 3′-end processing and low levels of misprocessed histone mRNAs under control conditions (ASOC). In contrast, the read coverage downstream of the cleavage site was significantly increased by the depletion of U7 or Y3 indicating misprocessing at the 3′-end. Notably, the sequencing coverage 5′ of the cleavage site remained essential unchanged upon the depletion of either U7 or Y3 indicating that the total abundance of histone mRNAs remained unaffected. This supported the PCR-based studies (see Figure 16). To evaluate if the depletion of U7 and/or Y3 also affects the 3′-end processing of ‘conventional’ non-histone mRNAs, we analyzed the 3′-sequencing coverage for eight mRNAs: ACTB, ACTG1, EEF2, GAPDH, RPL8, RPL29, RPS2, and PPIB. In these studies the polyadenylation signal (PAS) was chosen as an anchor to collapse the accumulated sequence reads of the eight reference mRNAs (Figure 17B). Consistent with efficient cleavage 10-20 nucleotides downstream of the PAS (reviewed in [105]), the 3′-sequencing coverages essentially dropped to zero. However, the accumulated sequencing coverages were indistinguishable for all three sets of samples indicating that the depletion of either U7 or Y3 did not impair the 3′-end processing of the analyzed mRNAs. These findings supported the PCR-based studies and strongly suggest that the depletion of Y3 has no general effect on the 3′-end processing of mRNAs but specifically modulates the 3′-end processing of canonical histone pre-mRNAs.
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Figure 17. Transcriptome wide analysis of mRNA processing. RNA seq was conducted to analyze changes in the 3′-end processing of mRNAs. For these studies three independent total RNA samples derived from HEK293 cells transfected with either control ASOs (ASOC, black), Y3-directed ASOs (ASOY3, red) or U7-targeting ASOs (ASOU7, blue) were analyzed by the NGS-Facility of the IZKF in Leipzig. (A) For 46 histone mRNAs the 3′-end sequencing reads 200 nucleotides up- and down-stream of the cleavage site (indicated by the red arrow) were collapsed to indicate the accumulated depth per base. (B) The accumulated sequencing depth of eight non-histone mRNAs was analyzed from 10 nucleotides up- to 50 nucleotides down-stream of the polyadenylation signal (PAS; indicated by dashed lines) as in (A). The mean read values of the three samples analyzed per condition were used for determining the accumulated sequencing depth per base (taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 6).

5.2. The evolutionary conservation of Y3′s role in histone mRNA processing

The finding that the expression of Y RNAs is highly conserved suggested that their function is conserved as well, at least in higher eukaryotes. Therefore we analyzed if the depletion of Y3 in cells derived from other species than human results in an impaired processing of histone transcripts as well. Accordingly, the levels of misprocessed histone mRNAs were monitored in distinct cell lines upon the depletion of Y3 or U7 using qRT-PCR (Figure 18A). These analyses confirmed U7 as a highly conserved regulator of 3′-end processing in all analyzed cell lines, since the abundance of misprocessed transcripts increased upon its depletion (Figure 18A, grey bars). Surprisingly, the knockdown of Y3 impaired the processing of histone transcripts only in cells derived from human, monkey and guinea pig but not in cells derived from muroidea (mouse-like rodents), as demonstrated here for rat and mouse cells (Figure 18A, red bars). These results suggested that the function of Y3 ncRNA in histone mRNA processing is not conserved in muroidea. Therefore we analyzed the expression of Y RNAs by Northern blotting in a panel of cell lines derived from distinct species (Figure 18B). Consistent with previous studies, Y1 and Y3 but not Y4 and Y5 were observed in muroidea-derived cells [23]. However, the presence of a smaller variant of Y3, termed Y3**, which presumably is derived by nucleolytic processing of the Y3 precursor (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 3, 4
and S3 for further detail) was significantly correlated with a Y3-dependent modulation of histone mRNA processing. This suggested that Y3** rather than Y3 is involved in the control of histone mRNA processing.

Up to now we can only speculate why muroidea derived cells lost the expression of Y3**. We assume that Y3** derives from its precursor Y3 in non-muroidea. Most likely a few nucleotide variations in the 5’-region of Y3 in muroidea lead to the selective destabilization of Y3** but not Y3 or the nucleolytic cleavage of Y3 is inhibited (see chapter 3.3.). The loss of Y3** and therefore its putative function in histone mRNA processing could be compensated by another unknown ncRNA or the assembly of processing factors at the histone pre-mRNA adapted to be not dependent on Y3** function in muroidea.

Figure 18. Conservation of the Y3 function. (A) The levels of misprocessed histone mRNAs were quantified by qRT-PCR upon depletion of Y3 or U7 RNAs, essentially as described in Figure 16. Cell lines derived from indicated species were transfected with control, Y3- or U7-directed ASOs and the abundance of indicated misprocessed histone pre-mRNAs was determined 48h post-transfection. All histone mRNA levels were normalized to ACTB/PPIA as well as ASOC transfection (Student’s t-test: p*<0.05; p**<0.01; p***<0.001; n=3). (B) Y RNA levels were analyzed by Northern blotting of total cellular RNA isolated from respective cell lines and species (taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 3).

5.3. Y3** ncRNA is essential for histone mRNA processing
The analyses of Y3’s role and expression in cell lines derived from distinct species strongly suggested that Y3** instead of Y3 is essential for the processing of histone mRNAs. To test this hypothesis, we first analyzed the depletion of Y3 and Y3** by ASOs versus siRNAs of identical primary sequence in HEK293 cells. Surprisingly, we observed that ASOs depleted both, Y3 and Y3**, whereas siRNAs only reduced the abundance of Y3 (Figure 19A). This could be due to the different silencing mechanisms used by these antisense molecules (ASO: RNAse H vs. siRNA: RISC). Irrespective of the exact mechanism, these studies allowed us to test for an Y3**-dependent regulation of histone pre-mRNA
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Accordingly, we monitored misprocessing of selected histone transcripts upon the depletion of both Y3/Y3** (by ASOs) versus the sole knockdown of Y3 (by siRNAs) using qRT-PCR (Figure 19B). These studies clearly demonstrated that the processing of histone transcripts was only affected by the concomitant depletion of Y3 and Y3** but remained essentially unchanged by the knockdown of Y3. Although these findings alone do not rule out that Y3 serves a role in the 3'-end processing of histone pre-mRNAs this strongly support the notion that Y3** is essential. This is furthermore supported by ASO-directed depletion of Y3 in cells lacking Y3** (see Figure 18).

In line with our findings, it remained to be determined if Y3** and/or Y3 also associate with histone mRNAs. To investigate this we performed RNA pulldowns using immobilized biotinylated Y3 or Y3** RNAs in HEK293 cell lysates and monitored the co-purification of endogenous mRNAs by qRT-PCR (Figure 19C). These analyses revealed that histone mRNAs selectively associate with Y3**, whereas other mRNAs (RPS6 and HSPA5) were not efficiently co-purified. In contrast, barely any association of the tested mRNAs was observed for Y3. This supported the view that Y3** is essential for the processing of histone transcripts and associated with the latter.

**Figure 19. The role of Y3** in histone mRNA processing.** (A) HEK293 cells were transfected with ASOC and ASOY3 as well as siC and siY3. Total RNA was extracted 48h post transfection and subjected to Northern blotting to detect ncRNAs (Y3, Y3** and 5S as loading control). (B) Samples from (A) were analyzed by qRT-PCR to determine the levels of misprocessed histone mRNAs (H2AC and H3A). The histone mRNA levels were normalized to ACTB/PPIA and to the respective control sample (ASOC or siC; Student's t-test: p**<0.01; n=3). (C) RNA pulldowns were performed with beads only (C) as well as biotinylated Y3 and Y3** RNAs. Associated RNAs were isolated from the respective pulldowns and analyzed by qRT-PCR. The ratio between pulldown and input samples was calculated with the ΔCt-method (n=3; taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 3 and 4).
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To map the cis-determinants mediating the association of Y3** with histone transcripts, we performed RNA pulldown analyses (Figure 20). Therefore we immobilized biotinylated RNA fragments spanning the coding sequence and the 3’-UTR of the HIST2H3A mRNA. RNA pulldowns were performed in HEK293-lysate supplemented with Atto680-labeled Y3** RNA. The immobilized as well as co-purified RNAs were analyzed by gel electrophoresis and detected by Syto60-staining (bait RNAs) or infrared imaging (Atto680-labeled Y3**). Strikingly, Y3** clearly associated with histone RNA fragment 4 comprising parts of the coding sequence as well as the complete 3’-UTR of the HIST2H3A transcript. Notably, any further 3’-shortening of fragment 4 abolished the association indicating Y3** associates at the very 3’-part of this HIST2H3A transcript. Interestingly this region comprises the conserved histone downstream element (HDE), where the U7 snRNA interacts with histone mRNAs to guide histone mRNA processing [83]. Taken together our studies confirm the association of Y3** with histone mRNAs and suggest that Y3**’s role in histone mRNA processing could be mediated by an association with histone mRNAs near the HDE element.

Figure 20. The association of Y3** with histone RNAs. (A) RNA pulldowns were performed with indicated overlapping biotinylated fragments of the human HIST2H3A transcript (fragments 1-7). Fragments 1, 2 and 3 covered the coding sequence (CDS) of the histone mRNA. Fragment 4 included parts of the CDS as well as the 3’-untranslated region (UTR), the stem-loop (SL) and the histone downstream element (HDE). Fragments 5-7 are 3’-truncated RNAs of fragment 4 and were used to further map the Y3** association. (B) Eluted RNAs derived by RNA pulldowns, indicated by the respective numbers, together with control pulldowns (C) and input RNA (I) were resolved on TBE-urea gels. Gels were imaged by infrared scanning to determine Atto680-labeled Y3**. The latter was added to HEK293 cell lysates prior to pulldown analyses. Finally, gels were stained with Syto60 to detect the bait histone RNA fragments.

It should be noted, that the ASO-mediated depletion of Y1 in human cells led to the accumulation of misprocessed histone mRNAs as well (see Figure 16). Y1 and Y3 ncRNAs are very similar and the U-rich sequence important for Y3** production is partially conserved in Y1. In support of this we could identify a smaller variant of Y1 upon the overexpression of the Y1 gene in human cells by Northern blotting (data not shown). This ncRNA in principle could function similar to the Y3**
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RNA. For now we did not investigate this in further detail, since Y3** appeared more effective in histone mRNA processing and endogenous ‘Y1***’ levels are very low at steady state, at least in HEK293 cells.

5.4. Y3** ncRNA promotes integrity and dynamics of histone locus bodies

The genes encoding for the major histone proteins (H2A, H2B, H3, H4 and H1) are arranged in genomic clusters in higher eukaryotes. In human, most histone proteins are encoded from multiple distinct genes. These are mainly organized in two genomic clusters on chromosomes one and six. It is presumed that this genomic organization is essential for the tight temporal control of histone expression in so called ‘transcription factories’ (reviewed in [106] and [107]). Remarkably, these ‘factories’ are even visible as discrete nuclear foci by fluorescence microscopy and were termed histone locus bodies (HLBs). Thus, HLBs are assumed to indicate discrete sites of histone mRNA synthesis and the 3′-end processing of nascent histone transcripts, as evidenced by the accumulation of transcription and processing factors at HLBs [108, 109]. Histone mRNA synthesis is tightly controlled during the cell cycle with a sharp increase of histone synthesis during S-phase when DNA is replicated and has to be packed into nucleosomes [110]. Histone transcription factors like NPAT and 3′-end processing factors (like FLASH) are enriched in HLBs and are also used as HLB marker proteins [111]. Interestingly, NPAT is associated with histone loci already in the G1-phase of the cell cycle, but is activated by phosphorylation selectively in S-phase. Due to the activation by cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs), NPAT promotes histone mRNA synthesis and subsequent processing of the histone transcripts [112].

The depletion of Y3/Y3** as well as the U7 ncRNAs impaired histone pre-mRNA processing, whereas overall synthesis of histone transcripts appeared unaffected (chapter 5.1.). We aimed at analyzing if HLB morphology and/or the recruitment of processing factors are impaired by the depletion of ncRNAs regulating the 3′-end processing of histone pre-mRNAs. To this end, we performed ncRNA knockdown analyses in human melanoma-derived MV3 cells, since these cells are suitable for imaging and also showed an increase of misprocessed histone mRNAs upon Y3/Y3** depletion (Figure 18, Figure 21). HLB morphology was monitored by indirect immunostaining of NPAT and FLASH and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. This revealed that the apparent diameter of HLBs was significantly reduced by the depletion of Y3/Y3** (ASOY3) whereas it remained essentially unchanged in response to the knockdown of U7 (Figure 21A and B). Consistently, the concomitant depletion of Y3/Y3** and U7 induced a significant reduction in HLB size as well, suggesting that the depletion of U7 cannot compensate for morphological effects induced by the depletion of Y3/Y3**.

In summary these findings indicated that the depletion of Y3/Y3** is essential for the formation and/or maintenance of human HLBs suggesting a role of Y3/Y3** in the recruitment of protein
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factors to these loci. However, HLB morphology remained unaffected by the knockdown of U7 despite its essential role in the recruitment of U7-snRNP associated proteins to sites of histone mRNA synthesis and processing. This finding could be explained by the hierarchical recruitment of histone processing factors, which was suggested also in D. melanogaster [113]. According to this hypothesis the U7-snRNP is recruited to the histone locus body at a later time point, when the initial HLB had already been formed.

Processing factors of the CPSF complex associate with Y3 and Y3** (chapter 3.9.), which were found to be essential for the 3’-end processing of histone mRNAs. According to our hypotheses, Y3/Y3** modulate the 3’-end processing of histone transcripts by recruiting processing factors like the CPSF. Therefore we expected that the knockdown of these processing factors affects HLB morphology as well. To test this directly, some of the CPSF-associated proteins were depleted by siRNAs in MV3 cells and HLB morphology was monitored by immunostaining of NPAT and FLASH (Figure 21C). In agreement with a Y3/Y3**-CPSF dependent control of HLB morphology, the apparent diameter of these foci was significantly decreased by the knockdown of CPSF factors. We observed the strongest effect on HLB morphology (NPAT staining) upon depletion of the FLASH protein. This might indicate a pivotal role of this protein in HLB assembly and suggests that the protein serves as an architectural scaffolding factor in HLBs. In contrast, HLB morphology remained unaffected by the knockdown of proteins associated with U7 in the U7 snRNP (LSM10 and LSM11). This indicated, consistent with the depletion of the U7 ncRNA, that the U7 snRNP is dispensable for the initial control of HLB assembly/maintenance. In conclusion these findings strongly suggest that Y3/Y3** modulate the recruitment of processing factors like the CPSF to HLB and that this is essential to establish or maintain HLB morphology. In addition our studies suggest that the recruitment of processing factors to HLBs potentially precedes the recruitment of the U7 snRNP.
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Figure 21. Influence of ncRNAs and processing factors on HLB morphology. (A) Human MV3 cells were transfected with ASOs targeting Y3/Y3**, U7 or a combination of both (ASOC served as control). HLB morphology was monitored by indirect immunostainings of NPAT and FLASH proteins revealing co-localization of both proteins in discrete nuclear foci, the HLBs. DAPI staining served as a nuclear marker. For each population a representative confocal image is shown. (B) The apparent diameters of HLBs from (A) were quantified using the Leica SP5 software. (C) RNAi was performed against proteins of the U7 snRNP (LSM10 and LSM11), processing factors (CPSF1, CPSF2, CPSF3, CPSF4, FIP111 and SYMPK) and FLASH. These knockdown populations were subjected to immunostainings as in (A) and quantified as in (B). The bar represents 5µm (Student’s t-test: p***<0.001, ns – not significant, NA – not analyzed; n=35-50; taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 5).

To discriminate if HLB morphology is determined by Y3 or Y3**, we first analyzed HLB morphology by ASO- versus siRNA-directed knockdowns, since the latter only deplete Y3 (see Figure 19). These studies revealed no significant change in HLB morphology by siRNA-directed depletion of Y3 and thus suggested Y3** to be essential (data not shown). To test this in further detail, we performed gain of function analyses in hamster-derived CHO cells naturally lacking Y3**. Since our NPAT and FLASH antibodies failed to detect HLBs in these cells (most likely due to species specific epitopes) we decided to establish a HLB reporter protein allowing the analysis of protein dynamics in HLBs. To this end we established a GFP-fused reporter protein called Mini-FLASH (GFP-hMF). This protein essentially lacks the central part of the FLASH protein and only contains the very N- and C-terminal domain. These are sufficient to recruit a drosophila FLASH mutant protein to HLBs (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure S5; [114]). In CHO cells, lacking Y3**, GFP-hMF was co-transfected with an empty vector (control), the human Y3 gene or the Y3-T60A mutant. As described earlier (chapter 3.3.) the overexpression of the human Y3 gene leads to the synthesis of Y3 and Y3**, whereas the T60A mutant just leads to the synthesis of Y3 but not Y3**. This was also observed in CHO cells (Figure 22B). Moreover, we found that the co-expression of GFP-hMF and Y3/Y3** significantly enhanced HLB formation in CHO cells (Figure 22A). The overexpression of the mutant Y3 RNA (U60A) on the other hand did not change the size of GFP-hMF containing HLBs. In summary these findings identified GFP-hMF as a reporter protein suitable to track HLBs and provided further evidence that Y3** is essential for modulating HLB morphology.

With the GFP-hMF reporter at hand, we had a tool allowing us to study protein dynamics by FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photobleaching) in living cells. To this end, we established a stable cell line (HEK293) expressing the GFP-hMF reporter protein. As expected, the GFP-hMF protein was readily recruited to HLBs (see Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 5 and S5). Next, we determined the dynamics of the reporter protein by FRAP in cells transfected with control (ASOC) or Y3/Y3** (ASOY3) directed
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ASOs (Figure 22C). Single HLBs were bleached and fluorescence recovery was monitored for 90 seconds after bleaching. These analyses revealed that HLBs are dynamic nuclear bodies in which the GFP-hMF protein quickly recovers after bleaching and displays strong protein mobility, as indicated by a comparatively low immobile fraction. Upon Y3/Y3** depletion on the other hand, GFP-hMF dynamics were significantly impaired with a modestly increased half-life but significantly increased immobile fraction. In view of the fact that FLASH is considered an essential determinant of histone mRNA processing which potentially links transcription to the 3'-end processing, these findings strongly support the view that Y3** is essential for recruiting protein factors including FLASH and CPSF factors to HLBs and thus nascent histone transcripts.

**Figure 22. HLB morphology and dynamics.** (A) The GFP-hMF reporter was co-expressed with an empty vector (C), the human Y3 wild type (Y3) or T60A mutant gene (Y3T60A) in hamster-derived CHO cells. HLBs were tracked by GFP-hMF and their average apparent diameters were determined with the Leica SP5 software as described in Figure 21 (bar, 3µm; Student's t-test: p***<0,001; n=35-50). (B) The expression of ncRNAs (Y3, Y3** and 5S as loading control) in cells from (A) was evaluated by Northern blotting. (C) FRAP experiments were conducted in HEK293 cells stably expressing the GFP-hMF protein. Fluorescence recovery was monitored in response to the transfection of control (ASOC) or Y3/Y3**-directed ASOs (ASOY3). HLBs were bleached and fluorescence recovery was monitored in single HLBs for 90 seconds. The parameters half time of recovery (T½) and immobile fraction (Fim) were calculated by using the raw values generated by the Leica SP5 FRAP wizard. Representative HLB images of ASOC- and ASOY3-transfected cells are shown in the upper panel before bleaching (pre-bleach) and indicated times of fluorescence recovery (n=17; taken from Köhn et al. 2015 Figure 5 and S5).
In conclusion we identified, in addition to the U7 snRNA, a second ncRNA involved in the 3’-end processing of histone pre-mRNAs, the Y3** RNA (Figure 23). Like Y3, Y3** associates with mRNA 3’-end processing factors, in particular proteins of the CPSF complex. This interaction essentially relies on a U-rich sequence present in both ncRNAs. The two proteins FIP1L1/CPSF4 most likely directly associate with these ncRNAs in a cooperative manner and presumably recruit the other processing factors to small Y3**-dependent ncRNP. We found that Y3** is likely to be processed from the Y3 ncRNA and that U60 in Y3 is critical for this processing step. Furthermore Y3**, unlike its precursor Y3, is substantially retained in the nucleus, strongly suggesting a nuclear function of this ncRNA. In fact we could show, that the concomitant depletion of Y3 and Y3** leads to the accumulation of misprocessed histone mRNAs but does not impair the processing of non-histone mRNAs. In agreement, the Y3** ncRNA selectively associates with histone mRNAs. This interaction occurs within the 3’-UTR of histone pre-mRNAs near or at the HDE. Notably, this was also proposed for the U7 snRNA. Moreover we could show that Y3** is essential for HLB integrity and protein dynamics. The depletion of processing factors by RNAi resulted in similar HLB-phenotypes suggesting that the association of Y3** with processing factors might influence the recruitment of the latter to HLBs. These results suggest a model in which Y3** associates with histone pre-mRNAs in HLBs and recruits the CPSF complex to nascent histone transcripts. These events are likely to occur before the U7 snRNP is recruited to HLBs, since neither the depletion of U7 nor the depletion of U7-associated proteins led to significant changes in HLB-morphology as assessed by NPAT and FLASH immunostainings. The Y3**-mediated processing factor recruitment however, could stimulate histone mRNA processing at the HLB, which consecutively also allows the fast synthesis of new histone proteins in the cytoplasm of cells in the S-phase. With these results we for the first time provide a model for the recruitment of the processing factors to mammalian HLBs. We propose that this is facilitated by the Y3** ncRNA recruiting the CPSF complex to nascent histone transcripts in proximity or at HLBs.
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Figure 23. Proposed model of Y3**’s role in histone mRNA 3’-end processing. The ncRNA Y3 as well as its truncated variant Y3** associate with mRNA processing factors like the CPSF-complex. This association is likely to be mediated by the FIP1L1 protein, which binds to the U-rich element in Y3/Y3**. In addition to the conserved function of the U7 snRNP, Y3** enhances the recruitment of mRNA processing factors to histone locus bodies (HLBs) to guide the 3’-end processing of replication dependent histone mRNAs.

Future perspective

The focus of this thesis was to investigate the cellular roles of mammalian Y RNAs. Our studies identified an essential role of Y3** in the 3’-end processing of replication-dependent histone mRNA in non-muroidea cells. In depth analyses will have to reveal a) how Y3** is produced from its precursor Y3 b) how this processing is regulated within the cell cycle and c) which RBPs influence the synthesis of Y3** and its functions. Besides the nuclear role of Y3**, its precursor Y3 is mainly cytoplasmic at steady state. Therefore future analyses will focus on the cytoplasmic role of this ncRNA. Since we identified a multitude of cytoplasmic RBPs associating with Y3 (e.g. YBX1 or STAU1) it is tempting to speculate that Y3 could influence the functions of these RBPs by acting as decoy and/or scaffold (also see [25]).

So far we mainly focused on the roles of Y3 and Y3** in mammalian cells. Future studies may shed light on the cellular functions of Y1, Y4 and Y5 ncRNAs as well. We expect, according to their localization, Y1/Y4 could fulfill predominantly cytoplasmic and Y5 nuclear roles in mammalian cells. Our proteomic approaches, which we conducted from RNA pulldowns of all four human Y RNA family members, may give first hints towards the respective functions of these ncRNAs. Putative cellular
roles could be validated by the ASO-mediated depletion or overexpression of ncRNAs. In summary, we assume that these studies will be essential to understand how ncRNAs and especially Y RNAs contribute to the complex RNA-mediated control of gene expression in mammalian cells.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANA</td>
<td>Antinuclear antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASO</td>
<td>Chimeric antisense oligonucleotide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRF1/2</td>
<td>B-related factor 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDK</td>
<td>Cyclin-dependent kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cDNA</td>
<td>Complementary DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFIm</td>
<td>Mammalian cleavage factor 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChIP</td>
<td>Chromatin immunoprecipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSF</td>
<td>Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTF</td>
<td>Cleavage stimulation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSE</td>
<td>Distal/Downstream sequence element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsRNA</td>
<td>Double-stranded RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Endoplasmic reticulum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZH2</td>
<td>Enhancer of zeste 2 polycomb repressive complex 2 subunit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLASH</td>
<td>FLICE-associated huge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAP</td>
<td>Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAT-repeat</td>
<td>Domain in huntingtin, elongation factor 3, protein phosphatase 2A, TOR1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLB</td>
<td>Histone locus body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNRNPK</td>
<td>Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HULC</td>
<td>Highly Up-regulated in Liver Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF2BP (1, 2, 3)</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein (1, 2, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ivt</td>
<td>In vitro transcribed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kDa</td>
<td>Kilo Dalton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-domain</td>
<td>HnRNP K homology domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALAT1</td>
<td>Metastasis associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEPCE</td>
<td>Methylphosphate capping enzyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>Micro RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>Messenger RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Northern blot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCL</td>
<td>Nucleolin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ncRNA</td>
<td>Non-coding RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Neonatal Lupus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPAT</td>
<td>Nuclear protein, ataxia-telangiectasia locus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD</td>
<td>N-terminal domain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Oct-1  Octamer-binding transcription factor-1
PAS   Polyadenylation signal
PC    Peptide coverage
PCR   Polymerase chain reaction
PDIA4 Protein disulfide isomerase family A, member 4
piRNA Piwi-interacting RNA
PNC   Perinucleolar compartment
POLII/III RNA polymerase II/III
pre-miRNA Precursor miRNA
PSE   Proximal sequence element
PSM   Peptide spectral matches
PTBP1 Polypyrimidine tract binding protein 1
P-TEFb Positive transcription elongation factor
PUF60 Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor 60 kDa
qRT-PCR Quantitative real time PCR
RACE Rapid amplification of cDNA ends
RBP   RNA-binding protein
RISC RNA-induced silencing complex
RNA   Ribonucleic acid
RNAi  RNA interference
RNP   Ribonucleoprotein particle
RPL5  60S ribosomal protein L5
RRM   RNA recognition motif
rRNA  Ribosomal RNA
siRNA Small interfering RNA
SLBP  Stem-loop binding protein
SLE   Systemic lupus erythematosus
SNAPc Small nuclear RNA activating complex
SRP   Signal recognition particle
snRNA Small nuclear RNA
snRNP Small nuclear RNP
snoRNA Small nucleolar RNA
SS    Sjögren's syndrome
SSB   Sjögren syndrome antigen B (La)
Staf  Selenocysteine tRNA gene transcription-activating factor
TBE   Tris-borate-EDTA buffer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBP</td>
<td>TATA box binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFIIIA/B/C</td>
<td>Transcription factor III A/B/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR</td>
<td>Toll-like Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRNA</td>
<td>Transfer RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE</td>
<td>Upstream sequence element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTR</td>
<td>Untranslated region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCL</td>
<td>Vinculin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vWFA</td>
<td>Von Willebrand factor type A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Western blot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wt</td>
<td>Wild type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIST</td>
<td>X-inactive specific transcript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPOS</td>
<td>Exportin 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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